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Ahnentafel report template

How do you know which family chart is right for your lineage goals? What is the difference between genealogy software options? Brush up your knowledge and then download your free family tree template and get the chart! Jump: Ahnentafel NumberingAll-in-One Tree Ancestral Tree Cascade Pedigree Chart Descendants Report Descendant Tree Family Group Records (or
Sheets) Family History ReportFanChart Genealogy Report Hourglass Tree Kinship Report Life Chart NGS Quarterly Report Outline Descendant Tree (or Chart) Pedigree Chart (or Ancestry Chart) Registration Report Chart Tiny Tafel Report Waterfall Chart Ahnentafel number is used in pedigree charts and ancestry-oriented genealogy reports, The Ahnentafel number system gives
unique numbers to the initiator and each ancestor. Double a person's number to get the father's number and add one to the father's number to get the mother's number. Anentafel means ancestral table in German. Back to the top. Family Tree Maker's All-in-One Tree This chart shows everyone in the file, including ancestors, descendants, cousins, and more. It's great for
visualizing everyone at once, but it quickly gets confused as your family files get bigger. An example of an all-in-one family tree from Family Tree Maker 6.0. Back to the top. Ancestor Tree Displays the ancestors of a person. Family Tree Maker offers three formats: the standard version is compact, showing the starting individual on the left and the ancestor branching to the right.
The fan chart shows the starting individual in the center of the circle and the ancestors branching in all directions. You can also select semicir circle and quarter variations. The vertical ancestral tree shows the ancestors of individuals branching up. Example of a standard ancestor tree chart created by Family Tree Maker 6.0. Back to the top. Cascade pedigree chart Some
programs can print a series of numbered pedigree charts showing a person's ancestry. The chart number is automatically calculated faster than printing one chart at a time. Back to the top. The Descendants report, as well as the Out outline descendant chart (below), the generational descendants report also includes date of birth, death, date and location of burial. It serves as a
compact format for displaying detailed information about a person's offspring. My canvas for Alexander is a printing .com with Ancestry's company. Here is an example of a descendant report from their website. Back to the top. Descendant Tree Family Tree Maker offers two forms: fan charts show the first generation as a central circle, and each generation of descendants
branching outward in large circles, semicir circles or quarters circles. The standard version is more compact, with the first individual at the top and the descendant branching down. Family Tree Maker allowsTo create a tree chart of descendants in fan or standard format: Back to the top. Family group records (or sheets) briefly summarize your information about couples and their
children. Contains the name. Date of birth, date and place of baptism, marriage, death, burial. and citations. Place these sheets with your husband's surname in a 3-ring binder for easy reference at home or on a research outing. Family group records or sheets can contain spaces for important record information. Download your own here. Back to the top. history report of the
generation is the book's descendants report. It's like a registration report (below), but it uses a more confusing numbering system. It is better to use a more standard registration report. Back to the top. Fan chart shaped like a circle or semicir circle with an individual starting in the center. In each circle, you're seeing generations of ancestors or descendants that move outward from
the center. Fan charts take up more space than standard charts, but you can easily visualize the missing branches in the tree. Fan charts take up more space than other forms of family tree charts, but they are an elegant way to view ancestral generations. Back to the top. Genealogy report The history of the story that shows the ancestors or descendants of the initiator. It is perfect
for publishing all the information about an individual's ancestors and descendants in the form of a book. For descendants, choose from three numbering systems: registration or NGS quarter (corrected registration) or ancestral Ahnentafel. Back to the top. Hourglass tree initiators appear in the middle with parents and grandchildren on and children and grandchildren below. The
best graph to show one ancestor and descendant. Example of an hourglass family tree made with Family Tree Maker 6.0. Back to the top. How to print a Family Tree poster to enjoy and share kinship reports Here's an alphabetical list of names and each person's relationship with the individual they choose. You can easily see how someone in the file is related. Back to the top. Life
bar chart These timeline charts of gene lines show important milestones over a person's lifetime. You can add a historical perspective by including national and international events. Back to the top. The NGS Quarterly Report is the same as the Revised Registration Report, which is a narrative report showing descendants of individuals arranged by generation. This uses a
numbering system that replaces the registration report (below). Every child in the family gets both Roman and Arabic numerals. A plus sign indicates that the child will appear as the parent in the next generation. Both the NGS quarterly report and the register report make a good book. Back to the top. Displays the descendants of a person in an outline format without an outline
descendant tree (or chart) box. Each continuousis indented a little to the right. This works well in family history books because it uses much less paper than a comparable tree chart. Back to the top. Pedigree charts (or ancestry charts) are usually shown between 3 and 5 generations in the form of trees on paper letter-sized paper. Like family group records, pedigree charts are a
useful at a first eye summary of what you know, and they need to get into your 3-ring binder on a research trip. The closest thing to a family tree maker's standard pedigree chart is the ancestry tree in Book Layout. Here is an example of a pedigree chart using Ahnentafel numbering. Note the number next to each person's name. (Source: Wikimedia Commons) Returns to the top.
Register reports Narrative reports that show descendants of individuals placed by generation. All children in the family have Roman numerals (i, ii, iii.) All children who get arabic numerals (2, 3, 4.) are also listed as parents after Getting so you can easily track your family from generation to generation. This is an example of a family tree maker genealogy report. Notice how each
parent is displayed in Roman numerals while each child is displayed in Arabic numerals. Back to the top. Timeline chart This chart of generations uses a bar to show each person's life span, so you can see at a close who lived in a particular year and who who who had that lifespan overlapping. Back to the top. Small Tafel Report For each surname of an individual's ancestor, the
Tiny Tafel report shows the Soundex code (similarly grouped with spelled names), the range of years in which the individual with that name was born, and, at its earliest, where the most recent birth occurred. This report from Generations is a handy summary of the surnames, durations and locations you are researching. Back to the top. Waterfall chart In addition to the top-tobottom and left-to-right formats of the descendant chart, the Generations Easy chart provides this option, with descendants cascading from top left to bottom right. Choose a design that you think will fit the display area you understand. Back to the top. A version of this article appeared in the June 2002 issue of Family Tree Magazine. Last updated, November 2020. From the
German word meaning ancestral table, ahnentafel is an ancestor-based genealogy numbering system. Ahnentafel is an excellent choice for presenting a lot of information in a compact format. Ahnentafel is basically a list of all known ancestors of a particular individual. The Ahnentafel graph uses a standard numbering scheme that makes it easy to see at a time how a particular
ancestor relates to the root individual, so you can easily travel between generations of the family. Ahnentafel also usually includes the full name, and the date and location of each individual's birth, marriage and death listed (if known). The key to reading ahnentafel is to understand its numbering system. Double the personal number to get the father's number. Mother's
NumberDouble, plus 1. If you created an ahnentafel chart for yourself, it would be number 1. Your father will be number 2 (your number (1) x 2 = 2), and your mother will be number 3 (your number (1) x 2 + 1 = 3. Your paternal grandfather will be number 4 (your father's number (2) x 2 = 4). Except for the initiators, men always have even and female, odd numbers. For a visual view,
here is the layout of a typical ahnentafel chart: Illustrated mathematical numbering system: root individual father (1 x 2) mother (1 x 2 +1) paternal grandfather (2 x 2) paternal grandmother (2 x 2 +1) maternal grandfather (4 x 2) maternal grandmother (4 x 2+1) Paternal grandfather father - Great-grandfather (4 x 2) Paternal grandfather's mother - Great-grandmother (4 x 2+1)
Paternal grandmother's father - Great-grandfather (5 x 2) Paternal grandmother's mother - Great-grandmother (5)x 2+1) Maternal grandfather's father - Great-grandfather (6 x 2) Maternal grandfather mother - Great-grandmother (6 x 2+1) maternal grandmother's father - Great-grandfather (7 x 2) Maternal grandmother's mother - Great-grandmother (7 x 2 +1) The numbers used
here may find that they are exactly the same as you are used to seeing on the pedigley chart. It is just presented in a more condensed, list format. In contrast to the simple example shown here, the true ahnentafel lists each individual's full name, as well as the date of birth, marriage, date and location of death (if known). True ahnentafel contains only direct ancestors, so it does
not include non-direct siblings, etc. However, many modified ancestry reports include children listing non-direct children in Roman numerals under each parent to indicate the birth order of that particular family group. You can create ahnentafel charts by hand, or in a genealogy software program (called ancestral diagrams). Ahnentafel is perfect for sharing as it lists only direct
ancestors and presents them in an easy-to-read compact format. Read.
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